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From the Headteacher
Dear parents/carers
As we reach the end of Term 3, we
are already half way through the academic
year, and for Year 11 and Year 13 students
preparing for their GCSE and A Level/level
3 examinations, they are already into their
final few months. Both year groups had
mock examinations at the start of this term
and we were very impressed with their
determination and focus to not only
achieve as highly as
possble, but very importantly at this stage, to
take on board the feedback
from their teachers so that
they know how to improve
in the future. Some Year 12
students will also sit
external examinations this year - AS Level
Mathematics and the Certificate in
Financial Studies, whilst other students will
be preparing their EPQ (Extended Project
Qualification) to complement their A Level
programme.
We were delighted again this year,
to receive our highest ever number of
applications to our Sixth Form from
external students; over 830 have applied
for a place to start in September 2022 and
this number does not include our own Year
11 students (we have 180 places for Year
12 in total). For Year 7 entry 2022, we are
very, very heavily oversubscribed once
again, with over 1300 applications for 180
places. This is testament to the excellent
educational experience we seek to provide
for every student, our dedicated, specialist
teachers and support staff, and our
wonderful students. I am very proud to be
the Headteacher of DGGS.
As we returned to school after the
Christmas break we were once again required to wear masks in both classrooms
and communal areas. Throughout this time
students have continued to show great
maturity and understanding of the need to

keep everyone as safe as possible, and
have been fully supportive of this measure.
Hopefully as we move forward over the
coming months, no additional Covid health
& safety measures will be needed, and we
will be able to offer the full range of clubs,
visits and UK trips that have been planned
for the remainder of this year. Next term
we are very much looking forward to our
whole-school production of Bugsy Malone
which was originally planned for
Spring 2020 before the first
lockdown. Other events in the
calendar for Terms 5 and 6
include the Curriculum
Enhancement Day and Week
and the Arts & Technology
Week with a Key Stage 3 production and arts and technology
exhibitions. In the meantime, I hope that
you enjoy reading this newsletter which
contains updates, news and articles about
what has been happening in school during
the last few weeks.
We are very aware that this
continues to be a challenging time for
many families. Please do keep in contact
and let us know if you are worried about
your daughter/son, or just to ask if we can
help. I am very appreciative of your
continuing support of the school, especially
during the last 2 years and we very much
believe in working in partnership with you.
As with all aspects of school life, we are
always keen to hear parents’/carers’
feedback; if you have any comments or
suggestions please email
school@dartfordgrammargirls.org.uk.
I hope that all our families have a
restful and enjoyable week, and we look
forward to welcoming back all students at
the usual time on Monday 21st February
2022.
Sharon Pritchard
Headteacher
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Governor News
This has again been a very busy
and eventful term for the school. The
requirement for testing of students
before their return to school in
January was once again organised
very well by the Senior Leadership
Team to ensure that as many students
as possible were tested before their
return to lessons. The need, from the
start of term, for face coverings to be
worn in classrooms and around the
school was another challenge that
was observed and supported very well
by students and staff; pleasingly this
government requirement was
reversed before the end of term
allowing teaching and learning to
return to normal classroom practice.
There has finally been
confirmation that GCSE and A level
students will sit examinations this
year, the first time since 2019
although further details on final
arrangements are still awaited. It is
excellent news that students and staff
are now aware that formal
examinations will be in place for GCSE
and A Levels.
There have been limitations on
running trips this year, especially
overseas trips, with the continuing
uncertainty over Covid travel
restrictions in certain countries but as
soon as these can be reinstated safely,
they will be arranged, the safety of
our students and staff remains our
continued priority.

Our Senior Leadership Team and all
staff at the school have continued to
work tirelessly this term: the Trustees,
Governors, and myself are grateful for
their continued dedication and
commitment to our students’
education and well-being during the
last two unprecedented years.
Governors have continued to
meet virtually via Zoom but are
looking forward to resuming our
meetings in school as soon as is
possible.
We are also looking forward to
the resumption of school events that
we will be invited to attend. DGGS is a
very special school, and we firmly
believe that the extra curriculum
opportunities and the quality of
education afforded to all students
who gain a place at this school are
second to none.
Should you wish to contact the
Governing Body on any matter, please
contact me via the school e/mail
address or in writing c/o the school.
Finally, I would like to wish all
students and their families and our
staff a healthy,
enjoyable, and
relaxing half term
break.
Janice Brooke
Chair of Governors
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Open Mic Poetry and Spoken Word Event

The Open Mic after school on Thursday 13th January was an opportunity for DGGS poets and
spoken word artists to get together and share their poetic work. So much writing and thinking is
going on behind the scenes (outside the classroom!) in our school community, and this was a
chance to listen to and celebrate each other’s creativity. Guest poet Dan Simpson led the
students from Years 7, 8, 10, 11 and 12 through a pre-performance relaxation warm up to
banish any nerves and they then all took confidently to the mic when their names were pulled
out of a paper hat, reading their poems and expressing their thoughts on a range of personal
and universal topics. Dan performed some of his poems too from his published collections
Applied Mathematics and Totally Cultured, as well as sharing some of his more recent work
which he had not read in public before. We were honoured to be the first audience to hear
them! He led a Q &A session to give our poets time to ask whatever they wanted to know about
poetry as a craft, a career and a wellbeing practice. Aarya 7I welcomed the opportunity to read
five of her poems as she writes a great deal in her spare time; you can read one of them below.
Such a thoughtful, young writer who says that “listening to other people’s styles of poetry
encouraged me to experiment with other forms of writing, especially Dan Simpson’s univocal
poem about his dad.” Univocal poems are poems written entirely of words that contain the
same vowel – in this particular case, the letter A. This type of ‘constraint’, as it is known, can
generate some surprising and exciting combinations of words. It is a challenging form of poetry
but clearly our youngest students are keen to have a go!
A blooming rose….
It is once a silent, simple bud,
It is sprouting underneath the mud…
Like an infant in the womb of a woman.
With an emotional softness, the petal rises
Magenta is the colour, in which it specializes.
A curl or a whirl forms in the centre and with pride, does its new life enter
Every rose has its thorns though:
But this stem : it does not borrow.
It treasures its beauty
With its compatible duty,
Wearing a regal glow,
Does it show…
To those who admire,
Her burning desire!
Its blooming , lavish season is now complete
No unraveling horrors, it has had to meet,
For now, it has bloomed…
It has a fragrance like it’s perfumed!
It is plucked out to bring about
A deep feeling like a glove…
For it represents the feeling of Love!!
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Artemis 7C, Tife 8C, Manna 8I, Jomiloju 8I, Hannah 10H, Davina 10H,
Abigail 12A and Ruby 12C also enjoyed reading their poems and all the
students provided a supportive space for each other where they could
express their innermost thoughts and feelings. Dan Simpson commented :
"It was so warming and wonderful to come back to Dartford Grammar
School for Girls - especially to see and hear that the writing community
is still thriving! Students have a real connection to their inner and
external worlds, and clearly have a desire to write about and share
that with others. It's inspiring!"
I would like to thank Dan, the students and all the staff who supported
what I hope will become a regular feature on our school calendar.
Mrs Mackenzie

Photo by Dan Elvy

Year 7 DISCO
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After having lunch, me and the rest of my form and I dashed to the Sports
Hall changing rooms to get our party gear on and have the times of our
lives. Everyone’s outfits were super cool and we all complimented each
other. We went and put our bags away in the dance studio and our
valuables in the valuables box. There was then a short competition to see
which form could get fully registered off the quickest and we were about
to win, but Chartwell beat us. At least we came in second place though.
My friends and I decided to get some snacks before we started dancing so
that they wouldn’t all run out by the time we got there. I think my
favourites were the Maryland mini cookies- they were so delicious. My
friend and I went to the Main Hall to bust some moves and the songs
were of good taste. Some people made a circle and people would go in
the middle to show their best moves and everyone cheered like crazy. I
had a go in the middle too. I guess no one wanted the disco to end - I sure
didn’t. However, me and my friends' voices had gone hoarse from all of
the singing (more like chanting). So we went to collect our bags from the
dance studio and the teachers surprised us with a big tube of Smarties!
Many thanks to all the teachers who organised this disco and for serving
us our snacks. Also, many thanks to the DJ for playing our music.
By Lily 7H
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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It took a while for everybody to gather, but while this was happening, a few sixth formers,
conducted by Miss Zgoda, played instrumentals of many different Christmas songs such as: Silent
Night, We Three Kings and many more! Lots of varied instruments were being played on the platform
like: the double bass, flute, violin and clarinet. First reading came two DGGS students in Year 7 - Skye
and Simni. They read the Bible Matthew 1 verses 18-25 explaining how an angel came to Joseph in a
dream and told him that Mary's baby was the Son of God. They read beautifully with loud, clear
voices. After that, we sang once in Royal David’s City. There was a reflection read by Carlen and
Marilyn and a reading, Luke 2 verses 1-20, read by Medeea and Jessie. We then listened to Sarina
and Zara (twins) who read amazingly, their own reading, about what Christmas meant to them. They
read in a slow pace with loud voices and added some humour about their Christmas experiences
with putting up the tree and hanging up decorations. Following this, Martina and Ayoola read
Matthew 2 verses 1-12 emphasising Jesus' role as ruler over the Kingdom of God. They also talked
about the different gifts which Jesus received from the Wise Men. Gold representing the kingship of
Jesus, Frankincense representing Jesus being worshipped as God and Myrrh representing Jesus'
humanity and death. We sang We Three Kings and moved onto a talk by Lynne Parkinson, the Youth
Pastor of the Church. She talked to us about the past two years including the pandemic and all the
troubles and worries we probably would have experienced. She told us to appreciate our teachers
since they worked extremely hard to help us in our education along with anxieties of their own.
Afterwards, she reminded us of Christmas traditions and what different countries and families do at
this time of year. Finally, her talk ended with a Bible reading. Finishing off, we sang our last and final
carol, O Come All Ye Faithful and had a blessing by Jessie who explained how family was the most
important part of Christmas. Lastly, Miss Stankard thanked all the participants and we were
dismissed.
By Jessie 7P
After registering for form, we headed down to the canteen to drop our bags. We lined up and walked
over to Christ Church. I was very excited as I had never been there before and wanted to experience
the environment. When we entered, the rest of 7H and I were greeted by the sound of music
coming from the front of the church. It was spectacular! Well done to all of the musicians- they are
all extremely talented. We then listened to some readings by some of our peers, which was superbthey had so much confidence and had put a lot of effort into them. I especially enjoyed the talk by
Lynne Parkinson the youth pastor at Christchurch. Lynne talked about the importance of celebrating
Christmas for the right reasons and some things from her own childhood. We also received a blessing
at the end. The overall experience was excellent and I would recommend it to anyone.
By Lily 7H
The Carol Service was informative and enjoyable. It told the story of Christmas in brief, but with
short, understandable explanations. We listened to a reading and then sang a song (this happened
three times). The songs were Once in Royal David City, Silent Night and O Come All Ye Faithful. The
singing was really good, and the music played at the beginning and in the background of the songs
was amazing. At the end we had a talk from Lynne, a youth pastor at the church; in this talk, she
spoke to us about what Christmas is about, Christmas traditions and she even said a special
Christmas prayer. Then the service ended with one more beautiful carol and we made our way back
to school.
By Anayah 7K
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Poetry by Heart on Burns Night
at DGGS

Competing for a place in this year’s final event at The Globe Theatre,
London, students from KS3 and 4 came together to perform the poems
they had learnt by heart on Burns Night, Tuesday 25 th January in X11.
Our four experienced judges assessed different areas of their recitals from
voice and performance to understanding and accuracy. Each area was
scored out of 7 and accuracy out of 4 to give a total of 25 possible marks
per poem. To score full marks in accuracy the students had to be wordperfect which is no mean feat in a poem with more than 30 lines while
being video recorded!

The running order looked like this:
Pre-1914 Classic category
Visale 7L
I am by John Clare (1848)
Aarya 7I
Upon the Snail by John Bunyon (1686)
Sue 9I
The Way Through the Woods by Rudyard Kipling (1910)
Fahima 9L If by Rudyard Kipling (1895)
Marija 11K Casabianca by Felicia Hemans (1826)
Showcase category (poems written by the student)
Sue 9I
The New Normal
Beginning Again
Freestyle category
Jomiloju 8I If You Were a Carrot by Berlie Doherty (1993)
Remember by Matt Goodfellow (2020)
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Post-1914 Classic category
Visale 7L
I’ve Learned To Sing a Song Of Hope by GD Johnson (1941)
Aarya 7I
Time by Valerie Bloom (2000)
Sue 9I
Thumbprint by Eve Merriam (1984)
Fahima 9L Dulce et Decorum Est by Wilfred Owen (1918)
Mary 11K Picnic by Rose Macaulay (1917)
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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This year the Poetry by Heart organisers allowed schools to submit three winning entries from each
Key Stage so we were delighted to announce at the end of the evening that all the students who
took part will be representing DGGS in the next round of the competition. Their video performances
will now be judged by the Poetry by Heart organisers and all stand a chance of being selected for a
chance to perform their poems at The Globe in the summer.
Mrs Mackenzie

Photo by Dan Elvy

Kent Schools’ Table Tennis
Competition
I participated in the Kent Schools table tennis competition on January 19 th held at The Howard
School Gillingham. There weren't enough entries in the girls category so I was asked to compete
against the boys which was quite challenging. I managed to win the first two rounds, but lost in the
semifinals. I got an opportunity again to play for third place where I was able to win and took the
bronze medal in the mixed U13 category Also I am excited to be selected to represent Kent U13
girls for the Schools’ National Table Tennis Tournament on 2nd April in Wolverhampton. I am looking
forward to giving my best in the national tournament.
Calina 7C

Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Kent Music Roadshow Year7
On the 6th December Year 7 watched the Kent Music Roadshow. Three
professional musicians provided instrumental demonstrations, live
performances, interactive videos and encouraged audience participation,
to inspire students to learn a musical instrument and promote an understanding of the value and diversity of music in our everyday lives. Each
musician represented a different family of the orchestra: Strings, Brass
and Woodwind (see pictures below - taken from the Kent Music
website https://www.kent-music.com/kent-music-schools-roadshow/ ).
The musicians explained how the instruments worked, how to produce a
sound, how to make instruments out of primitive/everyday items,
including a straw, washtub and a hosepipe! The Roadshow included
several pieces from Musical Theatre, Film and TV as well as Classical, Jazz
and Pop. The performance took students on a journey to demonstrate
how music promotes exploration and creativity and linked closely with the
topics DGGS students are studying in their classroom music lessons with
Miss Zgoda and Miss Petty. Below are a couple of reflections from two
DGGS students:

"For me, the biggest highlight in the KM roadshow was the eclectic violin

because as a child, I had always had an interest in string instruments and
it just so happened that the violin was my favourite instrument as a result
of the beautiful sounds it can make as well as its elegance. The sound was
something that I couldn't describe but I can most certainly say that it was
probably the most beautiful sound I had everheard. I have now decided to
learn the violin and am due to start in February.”
Zara 7K
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"For me the KM roadshow was very inspiring. I sat in the fourth row, and I
was instantly blown away by what I saw. They really got my attention
when the topic of brass instruments came up. I was fascinated by how it
worked and the beautiful sound it made. I listened eagerly to find out
more about this marvellous instrument. As I listened, I increasingly
became interested in the topic. Several weeks later, I picked up the trumpet and started having lessons at DGGS. The KM roadshow inspired me to
delve into the majestic and thrilling world of music"
Sarina 7I

Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Graeme Vinall, representing the woodwind family and
playing clarinet, saxophone, and straw.

(Right) Lori Norriss, representing the string family and playing,
violin, electric violin, and washtub bass .

Colin Reid, representing the brass family and playing trumpet,
trombone, and hosepipe horn.
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DRAMA DEPARTMENT NEWS
Theatre Trips:
On Friday 14th January, 50 Year 8 Students who are interested in taking one of the Art and Technology subjects for GCSE attended an after
school trip to see Hex at The National Theatre.
‘The Hex Trip was an outstanding experience for everyone that went.
Once we arrived, we got our tickets, walked up the suspicious amount of
stairs and made our way to the auditorium where our seats were. About
10 minutes later, the performance started. It was bold, bright and
colourful with an interesting twist on a well-known fairy-tale which
included songs and dancing. Halfway through Hex, there was an
interval for people to get snacks. I had a great time and hope to get a
chance to have a similar experience in the future’.
Ivana 8P

On Thursday 3rd February, Year 9 and Year 11 GCSE Drama students
watched Come From Away at The Phoenix Theatre in the West End.
Students need to write about a live theatre production in their final
written exam so this trip not only acted as preparation for that, but
also aided in inspiring and developing the students’ skills, knowledge
and understanding of Drama and Theatre.
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‘On Wednesday, we - Year 9 and 11 - went on a trip to Phoenix Theatre
to watch a production called ‘Come from Away.’ The play was directed
in musical format with breaks of speech in between each song. It was
based on a small island in Canada, and how it was affected by 9/11.
The island was small, so small that everyone knew each other but
when 9/11 happened the airspace was closed and so all the planes
currently in the air had to land and they landed on the island. 700
passengers arrived on the island and were kept in the school. There
were a few characters we got to know better, like the gay couple, a
Texan woman and English man who fell in love, and a Muslim man
who was a master chef. Eventually, all the passengers were flown out
but they returned on the 10th anniversary of 9/11 to remember the
event and how it brought them together. Despite the theme of this
play, it was a very comedic lighthearted play and was very much
enjoyed by everyone. Being the first real theatre production I have
seen, I found it very interesting and a great experience. I along with all
in my class are looking forward to the next production we watch in
GCSE Drama’.
Sajetha 9K
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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‘It was both entertaining and educational, introducing us to a new perspective of a well-known
event. The use of multirole was outstanding with each actor clearly depicting at least 5 different
characters from different parts of the world. Little set and props were used, with the actors
having to rely purely on their vocal and physical skills to bring the characters’ stories to life. It
was an uplifting musical which we would recommend others see.’
Ravitreni and Khhushhali 9P

Bugsy Malone
With just over a month to go, students and staff are working harder than ever to make this first
ever Arts and Technology Faculty Production a success. Tickets will go on sale after the February
half term for the performance dates of Wednesday 30th and Thursday 31st March 2022
in the Main Hall at 7pm. There will be a live band accompanying the show and food and drink to
purchase. Tickets will be £8 for adults and £4 for concessions.
LAMDA Exam:
On Saturday 6th November, five students took their long awaited LAMDA exam. Students took
either their Grade 4 or Grade 5 exam and all students passed with Distinction. We are very
proud of each student. LAMDA is now back up and running for all KS3 and KS4 students, with 60
students preparing to take the exam in July 2022.
Miss Westergaard

Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Scholastic Book Fair
Book Week 24-28th January was a big success. There was a great deal
going on in the Library and in form rooms across the school.
It grew from an idea that Anishka and Evangeline, in 8K, had last year
when they were the Year 7 Reading Reps for their form. They wanted
to hold a big event to raise money for Book Aid International but due
to the pandemic it took us until this January to make it happen. They
met in the Library, along with some student librarians, to come up with
ideas and activities to do. The Bring and Buy Book Sale was the
highlight, with different year groups allowed in the library on different
days to browse and buy books. It raised £186. Thank you to everyone
who donated books and everyone who came and supported the sale.
A big well done goes to all the Student Librarians who helped prepare
and worked on Book Week. Not only did they run the sale but they
also helped me keep the Library going and ran the other activities going
on – the Guess the Book Cover quiz, the Guess the Book or Character
riddles and the information area. Many forms enjoyed (hopefully!) a
Book Quiz and I had so many entries for the Design a Bookmark
competition. The winners were Amber in 8L, Millie in 10K, and Caitlin in
7C, who all won 10 Housepoints each. Their designs will be printed for
the Library. 5 housepoints each has also been awarded to the following
runner ups: Ire 7K, Prisha 7K, Fiyin 7L,Rachana 7H, Lota 8I, Jeneba 8K,
Raieka 8I, Kasandria 8K, Thaksiya 9I and Ananya 10K. Congratulations
to everyone who entered a design, especially to 11K for the sheer
amount of entries and their obvious sense of humour!
The Writing Competition has been won by Jeneba in 8K. Read her entry
here.
2 Girls, One book
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Tuesday, at home, 4:00pm
Convent street UK
I hate reading. I hate it. I hate it. I hate it. I hate all the silly words that
seem to swim up and down when I look at it. I hate the silly morals which
my English teacher wants us to understand. I hate all the stupid
numbers on the pages as I always lose the page I am on. You must be
wondering why I am so upset today. Well, I was in my English class and
we were reading A Midsummer Night’s Dream. My teacher Mr Simone
had his usual ugly green chequered shirt, faded blue baggy jeans and a
nest of messy brown hair. He had his usual stern face and his droning
soft voice. It was a hot afternoon in a hot stuffy classroom and I was too
busy thinking about football practice to care about Puck, the cheeky elf
who causes so much trouble in the play. Mr Simone was picking the
person who would read out to the class.“ Let me see, Molly!” Mr Simone
said, looking at me. I jumped in surprise and fumbled for my book,
spilling papers as I did so, and quickly turned to page 50.
continued...
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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I looked at the words and they all started to swim up and down like waves do at
Cobblestone’s Beach. “T-t-hee,” I was stuttering , stumbling and all the words seemed to
be written backwards. “ I–,” was the only word that would come out of my mouth. I could
hear giggles around me ( my class aren’t really nice with me about my dyslexia) and Big
headed Beatrice was whispering to her friend Dolly Daydream. I was blushing a deep painful red and I looked pleadingly at Mr Simone. “ Molly see me after class, Beatrice continue
reading please.” I was saved but while Beatrice was reading some of her friends were
silently mimicking me. I felt a stab of shame in my heart and didn’t bother to keep up with
the rest of the class. So you see why I hate reading and Mr Simone gave me some stupid
poster on giving away unwanted books at the library to give to unprivileged kids in Africa.
But who would want a book?
Tuesday, at home, 4:00pm
Uganda, Name- Akello
I really want a book. A big book of fairytales filled with stories of princesses with long blonde
hair and wicked witches who cook kids for food. But I can’t. I can’t. I can’t. I can’t. My school
library only has a couple of books and those books are for little weeny girls like my sister
Fatmata or Big Science textbooks. If you were to ask me right now to recite all the books for
little children in my library I would. I’ve reread them so many times that sometimes when I go
to bed and the cool wind kisses my face, the sky like a big velvet blanket and the stars like
mini lights, I would say it to myself to keep my imagination full. I tried asking my teacher to
get more books but she said the school can’t afford it. So when the sun is clasping its fingers
on my back, the heat dragging me down and all my chores done, I’m bored. My parents feel
pity for me as they share the same hope and ambition as me for me to become a writer. I
really want a book.
Thursday, at the park, 5:00pm
I found out I had a book called : “ Forgotten Fairytales for Brave and Beautiful Girls”. My dad
used to read it to me when I was 7 but now I am a big girl of 13 and have no need for it. I
wrapped it up in brown paper and wrote a note saying my name and that I hope they enjoy it.
I handed the book to Mr Simone and he showed me some stories of girls who lived in Africa whose families were very poor and how one book changed their life. It made me think. It
made me think a lot. If even adults from Africa had the courage and resilience to read then
why can’t I? If even girls who have never touched a book before feel so much joy when turning pages then why can’t I? “ Mr Simone, is it possible if I join your reading club…..”
Friday, at school, 3:00pm
People came from Book Aid to my secondary school adding more books to the library. They
were all such nice, intelligent people who taught us the importance of reading and how it can
benefit us. I was so excited and couldn’t wait to let my finger glide on crisp white pages. As
soon as they were finished I ran to the library and was the first to choose my
book : ``Forgotten Fairytales for Brave and Beautiful Girls”. Isn’t the title lovely and it’s exactly
what I always wanted . The illustrations were detailed and funny and I particularly liked the
pictures of the mermaid in the deep blue ocean; the pictures of snowmen made me wish we
had snow in Uganda but that’s impossible; and the pictures of the princesses made me wish
my hair would grow a few more inches. The book also contained a note from a girl called
Molly; Oh thank you Molly, thank you, thank you and thank you!!!! Maybe I should write to
her...
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Sunday, at home, 6:00pm
“I have attended the Reading club for a month now and I have really
enjoyed it. I made so many new friends and my reading has improved.
Now I can read almost confidently and most importantly ….I really love
reading. At first, I was in doubt too but the club was real fun and I really liked Mr Simone’s homemade carrot cake. Oh and guess what!? I’ve
got a pen pal called Akelo and she was the one who received my book ;
she’s so nice, funny and intelligent and I hope I can meet her soon ( still
trying to persuade my parents for us to go there for holiday). I don’t
regret giving away that book. Who knew one book made me a new
friend, gave another girl a little hope and made me better at reading?”
Jeneba 8K

If you missed the riddles in the Library, can you guess these
characters?
I used to be an international jewel thief and planned to have one last
go at stealing the Crown Jewels with some help from my grandson.
Who am I?
My chocolates are known and eaten by people from all over the world. I
have lots of lovely friends who love to sing and dance. Who am I?
He saw Kings Cross when he was dead,
A painful scar upon his head,
He flies to catch a golden ball,
And eats his meals in a great hall.
Who is he?
Find the name – you must try,
Of this adventurous teenage spy,
Eagles, Crocs and Snakes all flee,
As he looks for a skeleton key.
Who is he?
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Twilight Lecture from an ex
DGGS Medical Student
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Twilight lectures are an excellent way to broaden students'
understanding of a career in medicine, as well as providing insight into
the application process. Our academic year so far has been filled with
twilight lectures presented by a variety of inspirational individuals;
from specialists in the field of haematology to former DGGS students
with motivational and unique stories. On Thursday 6th January, I
attended a Twilight lecture presented by Funmi. Fumni is a former
DGGS student who is now in her 4th year studying medicine at Southampton University. During her Intercalation year, she completed an
MSc on Global Child Health at University College London. She provided
us with insight into various topics: her life as a student, the routes of
applying to medical school and the alternate routes in medicine. Funmi
gave us a glimpse into her busy everyday life as a 4th-year student
currently on placement. Placements involve rotating around different
areas within a clinical environment. Currently, her days consist of
working in a clinical setting to understand patient care and studying
the science that underpins medicine. Her busy schedule gave me a
greater understanding of the demanding lifestyle that medical students
live. Additionally, I gained insight into how she manages it all. As a
result of the busy nature of a medical degree, Funmi stressed the
importance of having a balanced routine. She explained that having a
schedule would allow you to plan your time effectively, creating a
balance between work and other activities. The process of applying to
a medical undergraduate course was outlined in great depth. Funmi
clarified the numerous steps involved in the process: writing the
personal statement, revising and taking the BMAT or UCAT and
attending interviews. As an aspiring healthcare professional, I found
her outlining the process to be extremely useful. Furthermore, she
highlighted the importance of gaining a realistic awareness of the
everyday realities of life in the health sector. Work experience, either
virtual or in-person, reading about the healthcare sector, and the
attendance of lectures can all contribute to gaining this knowledge. It
was interesting to hear the different ways to apply to medicine during
the talk. Funmi highlighted that an alternative route into medicine is to
achieve a Biological, Biomedical or Health Profession degree, eg.
Biology, or Anatomy and Physiology - to then gain a masters degree in
Physician Associate Studies. This two-year course equips you with the
skills needed to become a physician associate; a collaborative
healthcare professional that works within a multidisciplinary team
alongside doctors, surgeons and GPs. After attending this lecture, I was
able to understand what it takes to be a medical professional, how to
apply for medical school, and what other pathways are available to
enter the medical field.
Desiree 12B
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Year 8 Career Appointment.
“Since I went to my careers appointment I have been a lot wiser, things have now been cleared up.
Before, I had questions like do I have to do the GCSE that I want for my future? Or things like how
many can I take, and if some subjects have other aspects to it. Ever since I went to my appointment
all of these worries have been cleared. From personal experience I can now say I understand more
about the process and I feel a lot more confident. I loved the part where we got "extra homework "
to fill out our action plan. I now know the different parts of my future and what aspect I would like to
study.
The Careers appointment also talked about A Levels and knowing about which ones you will need
and the grade. Overall this was an amazing experience and Mrs Culbreth is always open to our
questions which helped the process.”
Angel 8I
Year 9 The Enterprise Challenge
Excitement, Enthusiasm, Exhilaration (and all the great EEE’s you can think of)! Those are not the
emotions I would associate with our typical Year 9 assembly, but the one we had about two weeks
ago on a windy Wednesday (or was it?) Certainly not a normal assembly day.
It all started when Mrs Culbreth, stood at the front of the assembly hall, and announced that the
Year 9s are to have an ambitious, formidable task like none other! A pioneering challenge for the
year. She called it ‘The Dartford Den’, and went on to explain what it involved. Firstly, the student
picks a team of 4-6 people and then they select a business idea, this is just the start of the team activity. Next the team members assign a name (preferably a catchy or memorable one - however impressive or elaborate their name choice is up to them to determine). Once they have their idea they
sign their team up and only 10 teams will go through to the next stage. The 10 successful teams will
get £9.99 per team as a loan to invest in their business. Later, there will be a market (in school) for
the team to present their product and for people to buy. Afterwards, the anticipated profit then goes
to a charity of the team's choice and any money used from the ‘loan’ must be returned. Meanwhile,
the teams will also have to be working on a presentation that they will give to a panel of Judges. The
panel consists of Miss Longley, Mrs Culbreth and Mrs Pritchard. They will ask various questions such
as what the journey involved, and the different challenges and issues the team had as well as how
they were solved. Eventually the winning team will be revealed and awarded House points. My team
chose to sign up because we wanted to show how creative we actually are and we also wanted to
see how far we could actually push ourselves as friends as well as potential business people. We are
all extremely eager to show everyone how far a little can go.
Isabel 9L

1:1 Year 11 Meetings
As part of the Sixth Form Transition programme in school senior staff met with every Year 11 student
and their parents/carers to discuss Post 16 options in January. As Head of Sixth Form, I thoroughly
enjoy these meetings as they give us an opportunity to really explore the ideas students have for
their future careers. We find that discussing the strengths they demonstrate and enthusiasm they
have for their subjects and or career plans alongside our experience of student journeys really helps
them to consolidate their choices of subjects at A Level. The Year 11 students have a busy time
ahead with March Assessments as well as preparation for the summer exam series. We wish them
all the best over the next couple of months and we continue to encourage any Year 11 student to
come and chat to us if they have any further questions about Sixth Form and Post-16 decisions.
Mrs Kidd
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Sporting Students
Last year I started taking part in horse riding! From the first lesson,
I absolutely loved it. Before I started riding, I used to do gymnastics,
dance and swimming, however horse riding has taken over all of them
and is now my favourite sport.
Since I started, I have won 7 rosettes for things like clear rounds
(jumping) and Gymkhanas. Gymkhana is definitely my favourite thing to
do on a horse. It consists of about 5-6 riders racing. It is not like the
horse racing you might see on TV, but more like an obstacle course
(ish). An example of a race is trotting in a zig zag through cones and
then cantering back as fast as you can. You would do multiple races and
whoever has won the most races wins the whole thing. Here is a picture
of me doing clear rounds on a pony called Ned.
For me, horse riding is only a small part of loving horses. It is more
about caring for the horse and the bond between you. Once you have
that bond, when you ride the horse, it is like you can each read each
other's mind. Horses are also a very good way of dealing with things like
anxiety as they bring you a sense of calm when you are around them.
I would really recommend trying this sport even if you aren't much of
an animal fan.
By Hannah 8K
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Kent Schools Cross Country Championships
On Saturday 22nd January, eight students from DGGS represented Dartford and Gravesham in the
Kent Schools Cross Country Championships, at The Hop Farm in Paddock Wood.
The competition level was very challenging and all runners performed exceptionally well.
The results were as follows:
Daphne 7H ( Year 7 Girls – 2.5K) finished in 52nd place out of 85 runners.
Issy 8H (Junior Girls – 3.1K) finished in 92nd place out of 116 runners.
Ava 9I (Junior Girls – 3.1K) finished in 104th place out of 116 runners.
Tiana Elsa 8P (Junior Girls – 3.1K) finished in 108th place out of 116 runners.
Chrystellia 9K (Junior Girls – 3.1K) finished in 110th place out of 116 runners.
Maya 8K (Junior Girls – 3.1K) finished in 112th place out of 116 runners.
Millie 11P (Intermediate Girls – 4K) finished in 38th place out of 56 runners.
Harriet 13G (Senior Girls – 4K) finished in 20th place out of 23 runners.
“Being my first competition, I was both nervous and excited. It was a great experience and I am
really happy that I entered” - Ava
“I really enjoyed the race as a whole, the atmosphere as well as the support made it an exciting
competition to be a part of”- Millie
“It was my first long distance competition, so it is definitely something I will remember! It is a
shame I felt a bit sick halfway through and had to stop running for a bit, but overall the
atmosphere and everything was great!” - Maya
“I didn’t do as well as I hoped for, because I pulled my knee during the race, meaning I had to
therefore slow down. However, it was a good experience and I would definitely sign up for it
again, where I will hopefully be able to complete it without an injury and finish in a better position
in the race itself.”- Issy
Congratulations to all runners.
Mrs Hawkins

Celebration Assembly Sixth Form
On Tuesday 14th December 2021 we had our first celebration assembly of the academic year. The
assembly was held to acknowledge and celebrate students’ resilience, persistence and hard work
over the first few weeks of Year 12. It was also a way for the students to evaluate their own selfmotivation and encouragement. We enjoyed an excellent and uplifting performance from our
gospel choir, a beautiful piano piece performed by Vivien He and a very impressive performance
from Jess Xiao on the clarinet. The whole year group appreciated the showcase of these
wonderful talents during the assembly. We were very fortunate to receive a thought provoking
speech from the Reverend Dr Richard Mortimer who explained to the students the true meaning
of Christmas and words of advice for the rest of our time at this school. During the assembly
several teachers gave short speeches regarding our journey so far and how we can build on this
for the future. It was a great time for everyone to reflect on the achievements we have made so
far and the steps that are required for us to reach our full potential in the weeks and months to
come; a positive and uplifting end to 2021!
Bukunmi 12E
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Sixth Form Fair
As a current Year 11, we know that choosing A level subjects that may
potentially shape the rest of our lives can be very daunting. However,
to take some weight off our shoulders, the school set up a Sixth Form
Fair designed to ease this process of choosing the right A level
subjects. We were able to have honest one-on-one conversations with
current Sixth Form students which allowed us to gain an insight into
the subjects we were considering and helped many students to
solidify their decisions. They gave us genuine advice about subjects
and possible combinations which could aid certain career paths.
Moreover, they spoke to us about the reality of the transition and
how Sixth Form is a very different experience compared to GCSE’s and
being in Year 11. The Career stands allowed some of us to explore
areas we had not considered before whereas, for others, it allowed us
to become more familiar with the steps needed for specific careers.
Whilst the Open Evening was able to give us a real insight into Sixth
Form, we personally found that the Sixth Form Fair was really helpful
in that we were able to have less restrictive conversations and more
time to peruse the many stands with sixth fomers who may not have
been able to attend Open Evening.
Sital 11L and Roanesa 11L

House Captains Update
Welcome back to a brand new year, and we hope you had a refreshing
Christmas break!
This term we have been working hard during the mock period,
alongside the rest of the year 11s and Year 13s. The next house competition has also been introduced (house music), and we are thrilled
to see how enthusiastic some of you have been, especially Year 7 and
8. Next term rehearsals will be starting, and us House Captains will be
joining you to help with final preparations. We are looking forward to
increasing the unity within our houses, and hope to see friendships
between years begin to form. We hope you have a restful break, and
look forward to seeing you during our lunch duty next term!
2021-2022 House Captains
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House System Update
This term, preparations have been underway for students at DGGS to compete against each
other through the House system. Students across every year group have signed up to participate in the House Song: a competition in which students from each House will perform a song
centred on the theme of ‘Togetherness & Unity’. Each House’s performance will be judged by
Miss Zgoda and Miss Petty from the Music Department, with the top performing three Houses
being awarded with 300, 250 and 200 Housepoints respectively. Now that all students in Year
11 and Year 13 have completed their mock examinations, rehearsals are underway ready for
each House’s final performance to be judged in Term 4.
Likewise, starting in March 2022, the second form-based House Competition – following on
from the Harvest Box Challenge back in October 2021 – will be introduced. By encouraging
students to express their creativity through art and the written word, forms will be challenged
to create their own versions of existing fables. This will involve coming up with the characters,
writing a short story with a moral lesson, and illustrating the narrative. The winning entries will
be compiled in a booklet which can then be distributed to local children’s wards, allowing
DGGS students to support those in need throughout the local community.
Additionally, preparations are also being made by the PE Department for a range of inter
House sporting competitions.
Lastly, I am excited to announce that there has been a notable change in the amount of House
Points that each of the six Houses have achieved this term. The totals are now as follows:

Chartwell: 6067 (3341 in Term 2!)
Leeds: 6003 (3464 in Term 2!)
Hever: 5974 (3550 in Term 2!)
Penshurst: 4925 (3378 in Term 2!)
Knole: 4693 (3195 in Term 2!)
Ightham: 4403 (3173 in Term 2!)
I sincerely hope that you are all able to have a restful holiday.
Mr Stratford
Leader: House System and Philanthropic Activities
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UCAS
Since September many Year 13 students have been applying for
university through UCAS. The final deadline for applications was 26 th
January. 175 applications in total were finalised and sent to UCAS by
Mrs Kidd and Miss Day and students are now eagerly waiting to hear
what offers will come through. As of the end of January, 409 offers
have been made, 26 of which are unconditional. and we are waiting on
a further 367 decisions. Considering how busy a time it is this term
with mocks, it is both an exciting but nervous time for all students involved and it can be a long wait as Universities still have until May to
make their offers and confirm interest. Students can then finalise
which university they want to firm up an offer from and pick an
insurance.

Head Student Update
Thank you very much to everyone who responded to our google form
questionnaire. We have had a very busy term with our mock exams
and UCAS applications, but we are looking forward to responding to
your suggestions and working to implement them. This term, we are
eager to get involved with Children’s Mental Health week, as part of
our aim to help support well-being within the school.
We hope you have a restful half term!

Christabel and Oreoluwa
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Philanthropic Activities
After waiting for Year 11 to finish their mock exams, students in 9H
worked extremely hard to help raise money for Cancer Research UK
earlier this term. Fareedah, Minnie, Jo, Aliya, Muneerah and
Vithdhaky baked a range of brownies, cookies, cupcakes and red
velvet cake. By selling to students in Year 7, Year 8, Year 9, Year 10
and Year 11, the girls were inspired to raise money for charity after
learning that their friend’s grandmother passed away due to cancer.
In total, £100.76 was raised by students in DGGS. A massive
congratulations to everyone involved – the generosity on display
during the event was a sight to behold.
Moreover, other students have asked to design their own
philanthropic activities for later in the year. In particular, Anna in
Year 11 is preparing an event next term for Year 11 students to support Porchlight, a charity that aims to combat homelessness in Kent.
Having been involved in two fundraisers for the charity when supporting her Guide group, Anna is in the process of developing an
idea for DGGS to uniquely raise money and awareness for the group.
Lastly, the following students in Year 9 and 10 have helped to raise
money for Place2Be by organising a bake sale in support of
Children’s Mental Health Week. I would like to congratulate the
following students:
Jola 10I
Aditi 10C
Tunmise 9I
Alliyat 9I
Zara 9I
Tamara 9I
Aarabi 9L
As always, thank you very much to everyone involved. If you have
ideas for philanthropic activities, please contact
mstratford@dartfordgrammargirls.org.uk.
Mr Stratford
Leader: House System and Philanthropic Activities
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Sporting Staff

Most weeks I take part in a free, weekly, timed 5km community event
called Parkrun. There are more than 600 events held every Saturday
morning in local parks across the UK and more than 2000 events
across the world. Last weekend was my 100th Parkrun which is a
Parkrun milestone. I had lots of support from other runners and
volunteers and Miss Culpitt and Miss Robertson, who were also
running, gave me a balloon to run with just to make it extra
embarrassing! My Parkrun challenge this year is to run all 26 events
in Kent. Running helps me stay fit and healthy and it is a brilliant way
to get involved in your community.
Mrs Harle
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Sports Round up
Sporting fixtures and clubs are continuing to run. Unfortunately, we have
had a number of fixtures/events cancelled due to Covid cases.
Below are the results from this term’s fixtures:
Date

Sport

Opposition

Year Group

Result

12.01.22
19.01.22

Swimming
Indoor Athletics

Gala at Wally Hall
Lee Valley Meet

7-10
7

3rd

22.01.22

Kent Schools Cross
Country
Championships
Swimming

The Hop Farm
Paddock Wood

Various

Results
on Page 9

Sevenoaks School

7-12

2nd

24.01.22

6th

Upcoming Fixtures – Term 3 & 4 (additional fixtures still to be added for
Term 4)
Date

Sport

Opposition

08.02.22

Boys Basketball – Kent League

08.02.22
08.02.22
01.03.22
01.03.22
02.03.22
08.03.22
09.03.22
14.03.22

Football
Swimming Meet
Netball
Swimming Meet
Kent Netball Tournament
Football
Kent Trampolining Finals
Netball

22.03.22
March TBC

Kent Netball Tournament
Kent School Badminton Finals

Kings College
Canterbury
Cleeve Park
Bromley High School
Blackheath High
Bromley High School
Kent Schools
Crown Woods
Kent schools
Gravesend
Grammar
Kent Schools
Kent Schools

TBC

Netball

TBC

Netball

Wilmington
Grammar
Northfleet School
for Girls
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Year
Group
12 & 13
8&9
7-10
11-13
7
8
9 & 10
7-10 & 12
12 & 13
7
7-10
7
8
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